
AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

 Exhibitions, or through selected retailers.

7mm Axleguards

AX1_7

RCH/MR Standard Axleguards



AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Exhibitions, or through selected retailers.

7mm Axleguards

GX1_7

GWR Standard 4 bolt Axleguards



7mm Axleguards

AX2/7

Pre Group General Axleguards
(Includes LNWR wagons)

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.
Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY

Suitable for many wagons built before 1923, private owner and especially the LNWR.

By using different axlebox tie bars many different designs can be simulated from this
pattern.



7mm Axleguards

AX3/7

High Capacity Wagon Axleguards
(Includes LMSR Tube/Bolster Wagons)

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.
Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY

For  12 feet wheel base RCH design wagons with larger axleboxes and LMS long
wheelbase Tube and Bolster wagons - in this case using the extra tie rod to the aolebars



7mm Axleguards

AX4/7

High Capacity Pre Grouping
Hopper Wagon Axleguards

(Asymetric Axleguard Shape)

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY.

Slightly modified per-group wagon design (see AX2 product) for hoppers when there was
an issue with wheelbase constrction styandards in wood and the hopper door size.



7mm Axleguards

AX5/7

North British Wagon
Small and Medium Wagons

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.
Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY

Commonplace on the open and van wagons including small cattle wagons, built for the
North Britsh Railway, may be suitable for other designs.

As these wagons used a narrow axlebox, the crown plate is a “squashed semi-circle” shape.



7mm Axleguards

AX6/7

L & Y Standard Wagons

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY.

A standard shape used by the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway for many fixed
wheelbase wagons, incorporates a short axleguard and curved tie bar to retain axleboxes
in bearing slot. This company also used an arc shaped crown plate distinctive from the
usual semi-circular fitting.



7mm Axleguards

AX7/7

Early (Pre Grouping) Wagons
Narrow Axleboxes.

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY.

This axleguard is frequently used with narrow axleboxes and otherwsie differs from other 
axleguard patterns by being narrow at the ends of the “W” shape.



7mm Axleguards

AX8/7

Early (Pre Grouping) Wagons
Standard Axleboxes.

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY.

This pattern would appear to be fairly common amongst GER wagons and other pre-group
designs, using a higher starting point for the “W” wings then used in other designs.



7mm Axleguards

AX9/7

LNWR/NSR Coach Wheel Axleguards
(Inside & Outside Frame)

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.
Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY

A very distinctive narrow plate axleguard, which in some instances was fixed to the outer
face of the solebars, and used four fixing points, less than commonly used for more
standard “W” shape axleguards.  This was commonly used on wagons and coaches with 3
feet 7 inch (coach) wheels in the pre-group era, by North Staffs, London and North
Western and some Scottish railway companies.



7mm Axleguards

AX10/7

GER/LNER Van
 Coach Wheel Axleguards

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.
Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY

This was produced for a small number of GER and then LNER non-passenger coaching
stock with coach wheels (3 feet 7 inches).

It may also be useful for some narrow gauge railway designs.



7mm Axleguards

BX1/7

BR Standard (1950/1960’s)
Medium Capacity Axleguards

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.

Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY.

This was a variation from the RCH axleguard, with wider metal sections optional holes
(break through from rear when required) and optional rounded joints.  The holes  were
supposed to be a rope haul hook point, but was not apparently widely used for this purpose 
and on some wagons afteer  repairs can be seen were fixed in reverse - not facing the
nearest buffer beams.

Used on the lower weight carrying wagon designs - such as 12 ton and 16 tons.



7mm Axleguards

BX2/7

BR Heavy Duty (Plate)
(1950/1960’s) Axleguards

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.
Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY

This design was simply a metal plate apparently shaped using a cutting torch. It uses a
wider axlebox which frequenly slides between a  strengthen bearing surfaces, rivited or
perhaps bolted to the axleguard.

Usually used only on longer wheelbase wagons (12 feet or over) with higher carrying
capacities e,g, 20 tons or more. Often the axlebox was a  roller bearing not oil pattern.



7mm Axleguards

BX3/7

BR/Continental
(Narrow Plate)Axleguards

AMBIS Engineering Division  Prop. Alan Austin.
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3LQ.
Exhibitons or through selected retailers ONLY

Appears to be a rare pattern used in UK but common in Europe, hence the tag
“continental”. It is a narrow plate design, only known to AMBIS on a small number of the
“16 Ton” mineral wagons, that may have been used on the continent ant some time, and
possibly repaired there with this usual shape axleguard.



General Instructions for 7mm Axleguards.

Notes:

A number of different distinctive shapes are available, see packaging or the AMBIS guide for full lists. Any
axleguard can usually be assembled for solid, rocking compensation or full sliding axleboxes. How these different 
methods are constructed is covered in the construction notes.

Components.

1. A pair of axleguard units, consisting of three items, main unit, cradle and locating bar.

2. A pair of strengtheners for each axleguard set. These can be used behind the axleguard unit to provide
additional functionality or just to add strength.

3. A spinal column to suit the general use of a particular axleguard. These are marked with a centre line and
standard middle bearer locations (half etched) and will have a variety of wheelbase positions marked by full
slots. To cater for different length vehicles a number of end stop locating points may be provided.  However
some wheelbase and vehicle length combinations will have to be manufactured during construction.

4. End stops for the spinal column unit, these provide a fixing point behind buffer beams by allowing the
coupling hook to be inserted through the buffer beam into the end stop. 

5. A pair of coupling hooks. We always supply hooks in two parts to assit location in the vehicle and
provide near prototypical thickness without reducing quality. The Gedge hook slot is never etched and will
need to be sawn into the hook if required. It is not manufactured as it can allow model coupling links to
escape and then dissappear if the vehicle is turned upside down ( this is a result of bitter experience).

Optional extras

6. Some axleguards have additional axlebox
ties if a number of different shapes are
appropriate. If a variety are provided remove
the unwanted types before assembly. ONLY
fold over the ties and fix after the wheelset has
been added to the axleguard unit.

7. Overlays for the axleguard are supplied for
specific type e.g. Heavy duty axleboxes and the 
LNWR coach wheel pattern. These should be
fixed to the outside face of the axleguard. In
the case of the LNWR coach item this maybe
on the outside face of the solebar instead of
behind it where axleguards are usually located..

8. The GWR axleguard has two options, inside
“cheeks” or an outside flange. Remove the
outside version if  not required from the sliding 
axlebox/ strengthener overlay and push out the
initation rivet from which ever part is topmost.
For the GWR version this last fold is reversed
from normal, i.e. away from the marked line.

B

A
C

Fold Over Tie



Construction.

Break up the axleguard unit into the three items

Detach unwanted parts and clean up all items, removing any “cusp” from the edges. 

Check the size of etched holes and open out if necessary. The fulcrum rod for rocking axleguards is not supplied. 
The hole for wheel bearings was intended to take the standard 4mm rolling stock bearing.

Decide if the strengthener units are required and prepare them. 

If the sliding axlebox option is chosen, cut away the fixed axlebox section of the axleguards, fold up the
strengthener to form the sliding axlebox, including the tab at the top of the unit. Check the unit slides in
the axleguard.

If the rocking system is being used after folding up the axleguard unit remove the projections on the top of
these units for one end of the vehicle. Remember to also cut away the tab on the strentheners as well as the 
lower fold over layers.

It should be possible with a little careful
thinning of the axlebox bearings to allow
them and the wheelsets to be slid into the
axleguard after assembly. This is why the
fixed axlebox hole is actually a keyhole
shape. The strengthener unit is not fitted
with a keyhole and can be fitted at the
same time as the wheelsets or fitted before. 
Unless a keyhole is made in the
strengthener when it is fitted before the
wheelsets the benefit of the keyhole
pattern will be lost and the axleguard could 
be seriously distorted when the wheelset is 
fitted to an assembled axleguard unit.

Springing units.

If being used please note we cannot advise 
on spring strengths required. This will
largely depend on the vehicle weight. A
slot with a larger circular hole is provided
in the main axleguard unit  for locating a
leaf spring(s) and/or wire spring. The

springs should be preshaped to deflect the axlebox to the downward end of travel when not loaded with the
weight of the vehicle and when loaded  they should hold the wagon body at about the correct height. The
strengthener unit has an automatic bump stop built into it after about 1mm upward travel from the normal height. 
The axleguard ties stop the downward movement of the axleboxes.

Drawbar plate (product CP/7)

Hooks Fold Together

Brake Hanger Fixing Points

Spring locating slot

Other Pattern Hooks available Seperately



Brake Hangers.

These are part of the axleguard unit, so that if a rocking compensated systemn is used the brakes will move
with the wheels. It will also allow preparation of the brakes at least in part out of the vehicle. The usual brake
hanger is folded into a U shape and then backwards into the half etched pocket on the axlegaurd unit. (See
diagrams) If necessary these may be removed and relocated to suit so that the brakes are in line with the wheel
treads. Some axleguards are given a two different sets of fixing points. Remove the inappropriate set. On
handbraked vehicles the brake hangers should point to the middle of the vehicle, so beware when fixing
axleguards that they are the correct way round.

Brake hangers are supplied by AMBIS on the
push rods etchings and are made of a thinner
metal than used for axleguards (see the PR_4
range) . Common brake blocks patterns are also
available but on another etching.(BB_4)

Make the axleguards unit up as shown in the
diagrams. Bend or fold lines (half etched groves)
are always to the inside of a bend. Nickle silver
will not take kindy to being bent more than once
or twice. Make sure the cradle fits around the
axleguard unit and the fulcrum/fixing rod can
pass through all the holes. Fit the fixing tab into
the cradle and spinal column units, chosing the
correct wheelbase fixing for the vehicle.

Check by refitting the main axleguard unit
between the cradle ends before finishing off.

Finish off the spinal column unit by adding the
end stops folding them into a L shape with
locating tabs to align with the end slots in the
spinal column. If necessary cut off the surplus
lengths of the spinal column. For wagon lengths
not catered for on the etching remove the end
stop tabs and solder or glue on to the spinal
column.

For some vehicle wheelbases it may be necessary 
to ignore the etched slots for the axleguard
locating bar.

Add imitation axleboxes and leaf springs to the axleguard units and wheels and bearings  before returning the
axleguards to the vehicle. 

The axleboxes and leaf springs may be purchased with a wagon kit or seperately from a number of suppliers
but at this time AMBIS does not have its own range of these items. A variety of drawbar plates are supplied
seperately (product CP_7, CPa, CPb).

1
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5

Levelling Tabs - Remove to compensate

Levelling Tab - Remove for compensation
                         - Bend over for springing

Inner axlebox -
use sigularly
 as stengthener,
OR fold up three layers
for sliding axleboxes

Strengthener






